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Multi-sample micro-slit rheometry
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Synopsis

e have developed a multi-sample micro-slit rheometer �MMR� which is capable of measurements
ver a broad range of temperatures, viscosities and shear rates. The instrument is mechanically
imple as the flow is generated by external gas pressure and the shear rate is measured through
ptical tracking of the flow front. In the current implementation, the required volume of each
ample is approximately 20 �L and we measure four samples simultaneously. We demonstrate the
erformance of the MMR by measurement of the flow curves �viscosity versus shear rate� of three
epresentative polymers: A polydimethylsiloxane melt, a polyisobutylene solution, and a
olystyrene melt. We adapt standard data correction methods to account for shear-thinning and
ntry/flow-front effects. We report a high level of accuracy and precision. This instrument will be
articularly useful in cases of multiple samples, limited material quantity, and when optical access
s useful. �DOI: 10.1122/1.2955511�

. INTRODUCTION

Melt rheometry is essential to the polymers industry because it provides critical infor-
ation regarding the processability of new materials and provides insights into a wide

ange of fundamental material properties as described in the books written by Macosko
1994� and Bird et al. �1987�. However, bulk rheological techniques are problematic in
ases where material supply is limited, where large numbers of sample measurements are
equired, and when rapid sample loading and cleaning procedures are needed. For ex-
mple, in modern combinatorial methods developed by Takeuchi and co-workers �2005�,
he synthesis of large numbers of new polymers and the fabrication of libraries of poly-

er blends create severe challenges for rheological characterization.
Two principle classes of rheometers have wide scale use in polymers research: capil-

ary rheometers and rotational rheometers. As described in the book of Carreau et al.
1997�, rotational rheometers offer the advantage of acquiring dynamic moduli over a
ange of frequencies, but has the disadvantage of time consuming sample preparation,
ifficulty of use, large sample size �approximately 500 mg�, and of single sample capa-
ility. The second type, pressure driven capillary and slit rheometers, is commonly used
y industry because it offers simpler measurement protocols and operates at higher shear
ates. The primary disadvantages are: Large sample size �approximately 25 g�, the fact

�
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1132 MOON, BUR, AND MIGLER
hat only one or two samples are measured at a time, and the difficulty of measurement
t low shear rates. These two classes of rheometers are thus not amenable to the high
hroughput approach being developed in many laboratories.

Several methods have emerged recently which enable rheological measurements on
ignificantly smaller samples than had hitherto been possible, although several are not
pplicable to the high temperature, high viscosity melts of interest here. Mason and Weitz
1995� developed a dynamic method based on the Brownian motion of particles, while
lasen and Mckinley �2004� developed a steady shear method using a sliding plate

heometer with a micro-scale gap separation. Srivastava and Burns �2005, 2006� devel-
ped a micro-fabricated nanoliter capillary viscometer in which fluid wicks into micro-
uidic channels and Aramphongphun and Castro �2007� developed a customized micro-
lit rheometer using micrometer-sized channel gaps between 25 and 100 �m and a high
recision syringe pump.

For polymer melts, Clay �2001, 2003� utilized small diameter parallel plates to quan-
ify the shear rheology of the polymer samples as small as 5 mg. Mackay �1991, 1998�

easured the dynamic shear rheological properties of small samples with total volume on
he order of 5–25 �L using an attachment for a standard torsional rheometer based on a
liding plate geometry. Considerations regarding the use of standard capillary rheometry
ut with submillimeter geometries have been discussed by Benbow and Lamb �1964�
ho considered the range of obtainable stress and viscosity, by Ybarra �1980� and Hay

1999�, in terms of the advantageous effects of reduced shear heating and the need to
onsider pressured induced changes in viscosity. Shidara �1993� described extrudate in-
tabilities and slip. Despite these works, there remains a need for a micro-rheometer
hich works in parallel on polymer melts over a wide range of shear rates using minimal

ample volumes.
Here we present an instrument designed to meet these requirements—termed a multi-

ample micro-slit rheometer �MMR�—essentially a pressure-driven slit rheometer. The
se of pressure as the driving force allows for simple parallelization of the design as well
s mechanical simplicity. The induced flow is measured by optically tracking the position
f the flow front as the fluid fills the channel. In our current design, we require approxi-
ately 20 �L per sample and measure four samples simultaneously. The MMR offers the

implicity of capillary rheometry and a design that enables parallel measurements on
imited quantity samples.

I. APPARATUS
1The primary design considerations were mechanical simplicity �no moving parts�,

igh temperature capability �materials of construction are stainless steel, aluminum and
apphire�, cleanability �no inaccessible cavities�, multi-sample capability, and optical
ccess to the fluid. A pressure-driven slit rheometer with miniaturized dimensions can
eet these requirements. Figure 1 shows the cross section of the main fixture of the
MR and the main auxiliary components. The heart of the device is the steel shim

standard grade shim stock� which contains four slits through which four independent
uids can flow. The thickness of the shim used here is 132 �m and the slits are 1.3 mm

n width and 13 mm in effective viewing length. The shim is sandwiched between a
tainless steel sample chamber on the upper side and a disk-shaped sapphire window

Certain equipment, instruments or materials are identified in this article in order to adequately specify the
experimental details. Such identification does not imply recommendation by the National Institute of Standards

and Technology nor does it imply the materials are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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1133MMR RHEOMETRY
47 mm diameter�5 mm thickness� on the lower side. The samples are loaded into four
oles �sample chambers� which are tapered from 4 to 1.3 mm diameters. These holes
lay the role of the sample holders in a pressure-driven rheometer. When assembled, the
our holes are situated directly above the slits at points near the radial center of the
indow. For the bottom plate, sapphire is used because of its high thermal conductivity

for temperature uniformity across the channels�, optical clarity, and mechanical rigidity
nder applied pressure. The sealing is accomplished simply by a compressive force on
he sample chamber-shim-window assembly, carried out by mechanical pressure from the
etaining ring on the sample chamber via screws �not shown�.

The temperature is controlled through a band heater operating in conjunction with a
ontrol thermocouple �T3� and proportional integral differential �PID� temperature con-
roller. We measure the degree of temperature uniformity by placing test thermocouples
ear the sample holders �T1� and at a point on the sapphire in one of the slits �T2�. Over
he temperature range from room temperature to 300 °C, T1 and T2 are within 1 °C of
ach other and T3 exceeds T1 and T2 by no more than 1.5 °C. The time for heating the
ample to a typical temperature of 200 °C is approximately 30 min, but this time could
e reduced in a future device by utilizing a steel housing with a reduced thermal mass.

For pressure control, nitrogen gas from the regulator of a standard laboratory cylinder
ows into a programmable electronic pressure controller �ER3000 series, TESCOM Cor-
oration� and then to the sample chamber. For pressures above 10 kPa, the control is
ithin �1%. For pressure beyond the ER3000 limit of 2100 kPa, the gas simply flows

rom the regulator to the sample chamber and we recorded the reading of the pressure
ransducer �Model 68073, Cole-Parmer�. Most experiments reported here utilize constant
nlet pressure, but we can also apply pressure ramps or more complex profiles.

Upon application of pressure, the four fluids flow down from the sample chamber and
adially outward through the four slits, displacing the air. The flow front is imaged by a
igh-end consumer video camera through a mirror �placed for geometrical convenience.�
roper illumination is critical in order to observe the flow front and we use a fiber optic
ing light. The motion of the flow front is analyzed by a commercial motion tracking
oftware �SIMI MatchiX, SIMI Reality Motion Systems� which uses a pattern matching
lgorithm to track an object as shown in Fig. 2. In the case of constant inlet pressure, the

IG. 1. Schematic diagram of multi-sample micro-rheometer. Pressurized gas drives the fluid from the sample
hamber through the slits in the shim. The flow front position is measured as a function of time.
aw position data have an uneven density as a function of time �or length� because the
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1134 MOON, BUR, AND MIGLER
uid slows down as it advances in the slit while the frame rate is constant �30 frames /s�.
n order to avoid uneven data weighting during the subsequent curve fit, an even sam-
ling procedure is applied to the data.

Three materials are used to demonstrate the capabilities of the device. Two of them are
IST Standard Reference Materials �SRMs�: a PIB solution �SRM2490, polyisobutylene
essolved in 2, 6, 10, 14-tetramethylpentadecane� and a PDMS melt �SRM2491, poly-
imethlysiloxane�. Rheological results are reported on them by Schultheisz and Leigh
2002� and Schultheisz et al. �2003�, respectively. The third is a polystyrene �PS612,
OW Chemical�, which is chosen to demonstrate the elevated temperature capabilities.
he measured viscosity from the MMR was compared to the reference data for the two
RMs and to the measured results of a capillary rheometer �Rheo-Tester 2000, Goettfurt�
or the polystyrene.

The samples are loaded into the sample chamber and allowed to settle so that no
ubbles are detected by visual inspection. In the case of polystyrene, two or three solid
ellets were loaded in each sample hole and permitted to melt inside the fixture under a
itrogen environment by loosening the gas transfer piece and purging with nitrogen gas to
void thermal degradation. While not always necessary, a prior step of annealing in a
acuum oven can ensure elimination of gas bubbles from the melt. The experiment is also
ossible with only one pellet, but for one-half pellet we frequently find that gas bubbles
ow through the channel. Consequently with our current design of the sample chamber,

he minimum sample quantity of the MMR rheometer is approximately 20 �L. In the
ase of the room temperature, the time for melting, disassembly, cleaning and reloading
s approximately within 20 min, while for a high temperature melt there is the added time
f heating and cooling.

II. THEORETICAL PROCEDURE

. Basic slit rheometry

We review the basic procedure and assumptions necessary to extract viscosity from the
ata. We employ several common assumptions: The flow is laminar and sidewall effects
an be ignored. In our study, the ratio of height to width is approximately 10, justifying
he latter assumption. The schematic diagram of a slit flow channel is shown in Fig. 3.
he apparent viscosity can be described by Eq. �1�, which is derived in the book of

FIG. 2. Motion of a polymer flow front as it is driven through a channel.
gassant et al. �1991�
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�a =
�w

�̇a

=

h

2
��P

l
�

6

h
Vf

=
h2�P

12

1

lVf
, �1�

here �w is the wall shear stress, �̇a is the apparent wall shear rate, Vf�=dl /dt� is flow
elocity of the flow front, �P is the pressure drop, h is the slit height, and l is the length
f sample in the channel. By measuring the flow velocity Vf at flow length l, the apparent
iscosity can be easily obtained from Eq. �1�.

The measured data are the flow length l and flow time t, but the flow velocity is
eeded in order to calculate the viscosity. We apply a 4th order polynomial equation to fit
he data with initial boundary conditions dt /dl=0 �dl /dt=�� at l=0:

t�l� = a�l4 + b�l3 + c�l2 + e�, �2a�

here a�, b�, c�, e� are the fitting parameters. Then, the flow velocity can be expressed:

Vf = �dt

dl
�−1

= �4a�l3 + 3b�l2 + 2cl��−1. �2b�

he local velocity can also be obtained by a direct method based on a local averaging
echnique, but this method gives less stable results due to its high sensitivity to local
oise in the data. Based on the high-quality fits of Eq. �2a� to the raw data, our curve-
tting approach is justified.

. Shear thinning correction „Rabinowitsch procedure…

For a shear thinning fluid, slit rheometry also requires a correction in order to obtain
he correct wall shear rate, known as the Rabinowitsch �1929� procedure which is sum-

arized in the book written by Carreau and et al. �1997�.
In the procedure, the power law index is:

n =
d ln �w

d ln �̇a

=

d ln�2

h
��P

l
��

d ln�6

h
V� =

d ln�l�

d ln�dt

dl
� �3a�

FIG. 3. Geometry of a slit channel.
hen, the viscosity becomes
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1136 MOON, BUR, AND MIGLER
� =
�w

�̇w

=
3n

2n + 1
�a =

3
dt�l�

dl

2
dt�l�

dl
+ l

d2t�l�
dl2

h2�P

12

dt�l�
ldl

, �3b�

here �a is the apparent viscosity. Thus, the Rabinowitsch-corrected viscosity can be
btained according to shear rate as a function of flow length l, flow velocity dl /dt, and its
st derivative.

. Correction of entrance and end effect „Bagley correction…

In standard pressure driven rheometry, there is an additional pressure drop due to flow
n the entrance and exit regions. Bagley �1957� developed a correction procedure to
ccount for this effect where the pressure drops are measured between experiments in
hich the flow rate is constant but the channel flow length is varied. By plotting the
ressure drop as a function of length and extrapolating to zero length, one can estimate
he entrance-exit pressure drop.

We adapt the Bagley procedure for use with the MMR. In place of the flow distur-
ance due to the exit, we simply consider the flow disturbance due to the leading edge of
he flow front. In the present case when flow through a slit is visualized, we do not need

ultiple die lengths. Instead, the procedure is to run experiments at multiple inlet pres-
ures and then to plot the iso-shear rate curves in the parameter space of pressure—flow
ength. Each iso-shear rate curve is extrapolated to l=0 and the resulting pressure is then
he pressure correction. The corrected viscosity can be obtained by subtracting this Ba-
ley pressure from the total pressure at each shear rate.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4�a� shows the multi-sample capability by plotting the raw data of flow front
osition versus time. The data for the four channels are nearly coincident for the PDMS
emonstrating the uniformity of the four channels. The flow velocity is calculated from
q. �2b� and plotted in Fig. 4�b�. The apparent and Rabinowitsch-corrected viscosity is
btained simultaneously using Eqs. �1�, �3a�, and �3b� and plotted in Fig. 5. Note that this
orrection reduces the viscosity, as is well known.

Figures 6 and 7 show an example of the procedure for pressure correction as describe
reviously. For the PIB solution, a simple quadratic equation is used, so that the pressure
orrection can be estimated at any arbitrary shear rate. The Bagley correction lowers the
iscosity of the PIB solution in the range of the high shear rate �Fig. 7�.

Uncertainty in the measurements �see Fig. 8� from the MMR can be evaluated by
onsidering both systematic �Type A� and statistical �Type B� effects. The Type B uncer-
ainty is obtained from repeating an experiment ten times and plotting the variation of
esults. The uncertainty is less than 5% in the range of �1–100� s−1. The increased
ncertainty at the higher shear rates may be due to several factors. First, the data are
btained when the flow length is still short, and at that position there are the problems of
ower sampling data rate, unsteady flow, and the possibility that the data are overly
ependent on the exact choice of l=0. A major source of Type A uncertainty is the
hickness measurement as it gives a second order effect in the calculated viscosity Eq.
1�. We estimate uncertainty in thickness to be 2.5 �m �manual measurement from a
icrometer� translating into a 4% uncertainty in viscosity. The channel height has also

een checked by measuring the thickness of a molded polystyrene sample after it has run

hrough the slit and cooled inside the channels. Uncertainty in temperature and pressure
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IG. 4. Flow curves for PDMS �SRM2491� at 23 °C, 1380 kPa. �a� Four channel comparison of flow length

ersus time. �b� The resulting flow velocity versus time.
IG. 5. Correction of viscosity by the Rabinowitsch procedure for the PDMS sample at T=23 °C and P

1400 kPa.
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1138 MOON, BUR, AND MIGLER
ere described earlier. Curve fitting is accepted only for R-square values over 0.999 in
ur study, and uncertainty from the curve fitting is assumed to be negligible. Conse-
uently, the compounded uncertainty range is �5–10�% for this MMR rheometer design.

Figure 9 demonstrates the overall MMR capability and its current operating window in
erms of shear rate, material viscosity and temperature. The lower two data sets show the
omparison between the certified and measured viscosity of the PDMS obtained from five
nlet pressure experiments �34–2070� kPa, and of the PIB solution �two different inlet
ressure experiments� which show good agreement over a wide range of shear rates. The

IG. 6. Procedure for entrance/flow front pressure correction for PIB at T=24.5 °C. �a� Five inlet pressure
xperiments are conducted P= �21,34,61,69,105� kPa. The data points represent the l /h value for which a
iven shear rate was measured for a given pressure. The solid lines are linear fits to the data—extrapolation to
/h=0 gives the Bagley pressure correction. �b� Curve fit to obtain entrance-exit pressure drop for the full shear

ate range.
overage of shear rates in one experimental run of the MMR is approximately one order
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1139MMR RHEOMETRY
f magnitude. The result of the polystyrene at 190 °C is compared with that from a
onventional capillary rheometer �Rheo-tester 2000, Goettfelt� where the capillary data
re obtained from a slit die �depth 1 mm, width 8 mm� for shear rates less than 50 s−1,
nd from a capillary die �diameter 1 mm� for shear rates greater than 50 s−1. Good
greement between the two measurements was observed as well.

At low shear stress the MMR is limited by the capillarity forces that cause the fluid to
ick into the channel. Based on the operating window of Fig. 9, we can say that the

urrent low limit of shear stress is about 500 Pa. The maximum capillary force can be
stimated when the surface tension of fluid and channel dimension is known assuming
he contact angle is zero �channel perimeter x surface tension/cross sectional area�. In the
urrent MMR channels, the maximum value is about 500 Pa assuming a typical surface
ension of 0.03 N /m. The capillarity force can be ignored when the inlet pressure is
oughly 40 times greater ��20 kPa�, a condition met in the reported experiments. Addi-
ionally, in the current implementation, when the sample viscosity is less than �1 Pa s,
he fluid spontaneously flows into the channel, preventing a controlled measurement.

In addition to the steady inlet pressure experiments described above, one can apply
arious pressure profiles such as a step-up/down, linear ramp-up/down and even sinu-

IG. 7. Results of Bagley correction for PIB at T=24 °C. The correction procedure produces a slight decrease
n viscosity in the high shear region �	100 s−1�.

IG. 8. Analysis of uncertainty based on ten repeated measurements on PDMS at T=50 °C and P=160 kPa for
ow pressure or P=1600 kPa for high pressure. The uncertainty is below �5% in the shear rate range from

−1
to 200 s with 95% confidence level.
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1140 MOON, BUR, AND MIGLER
oidal profile for the inlet pressure. A linear ramp-up profile can be used to obtain an
pproximately constant flow velocity �inset of Fig. 10�. As the shear rate is steady, the
iscosity at this shear rate can be obtained using Eq. �1�. Figure 10 shows good agree-
ent with the results of the reference data of PDMS. The steady flow experiment only

rovides one data point per run, but this test may be important if one is concerned with
ossible artifacts due to the change of flow velocity during a run. The steady flow
xperiments are thus complementary to the constant pressure experiments.

IG. 9. Summary of the multi-sample micro-slit rheometer’s operating window. Open data points are from the
MR and closed data points are from standard rheometry methods. The Rabinowitsch procedure is applied for

ll measured results.

IG. 10. Results of a quasi steady state experiment obtained by linear ramps of the pressure for the PDMS at
=23 °C. The certified viscosity data are compared to the results of linear ramp experiments at four different

P /dt conditions. Steady state can be verified by the linearity of flow length and time relation �inset�.
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1141MMR RHEOMETRY
Although not shown in this paper, we have successfully measured four different ma-
erials simultaneously where the maximum difference of viscosity between samples was
bout two orders of magnitude.

. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Each type of rheometer has an operational window of shear rate, temperature, and
iscosity. In this study, we show that the multi-sample micro-slit rheometer �MMR� has
range of five orders of magnitude in viscosity, four orders of magnitude in shear rate

Fig. 9�, and operates from room temperature to 300 °C. The MMR has several unique
apabilities compared with other macro-scale rheometers such as multi-sample capability,
mall sample requirement, and micro-fluidic characteristics �flexibility of channel con-
guration, small size, viewing capability�. The MMR data show good agreement with the
ertified reference data and the results of conventional capillary rheometer, and standard
orrections can be applied.

Further, each type of rheometer has inherent weaknesses. In the MMR, once an ex-
erimental run is complete, the device must be disassembled, cleaned and reloaded.
hile these steps are simple, temperature dependent experiments require a new experi-
ental run for each temperature. As shown in Fig. 9 each run covers approximately one

rder of shear rate but we are working to increase the shear rate range within a single
xperiment.

We believe that this rheometer is a good choice for applications with limited sample
uantity, for high-throughput experimentation, for quality control, and for cases where
ase of use is desirable. The operating window can be expanded by changing the shim
hickness, by utilizing longer channels, a high speed camera, and pressure controllers that
xceed the range �both higher and lower� of the one used here. In order to consider lower
iscosity fluids, one needs to explicitly address the contribution of capillary forces to the
ow. By changing the shim thickness and increasing the pressure, we believe that the
ffect of slippage and size dependent measurements can be evaluated. Thus we believe
hat the MMR fills a need in materials rheometry.
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